
Editorial
Wordbridge is on the right path to fulfill their dreams. The students are proud of their institution and the system
which mirrors our motto of 'Aspire, Believe and Achieve 'and supports the visibn to raise all the students,
aspirations and achievements' We treat our students as an individuai and try to inculcate self-respect, sensitivity,
responsibility and compassion to bring them up as a good citizen. The newsletter is a humble initiative to give the
students a platform for their budding minds to roam free in the realm of imagination and experience to ireate a
world of beauty in words. Thank you

lLo.ltlUltgel,flq a Debash ish sa ha
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Malala Yousafzai born 12 July 1_997 is a pakistani activist
for female education and the youngest Nobel prize laureate.
Yousafzai was born in Mingora, Khyber pakhtunkhwa,
Pakistan. Her family came to run a chain of schools in the
region. Considering Jinnah and Benazir Bhutto as her role
models, she was particularly inspired by her father,s
thoughts and humanitarian work. ln early 2009, when she
was 1.1-!2, she wrote a blog under a pseudonym for the BBC
Urdu detailing her life during the Taliban occupation of Swat.
The following summer, journalist Adam B. Ellick made a New
York Times documentaiy about her life as the pakistani
military intervened in the region.

Cambridge Assessment lnternational Education (CAIE) with the
assistance of British Council has awarded the top students of
different schools who scored World and Country Highest in
MayJune and October-November, 2017 Examinations. Our
students Fariha Raisa of Class-Xll got the Award of Country
Highest in May-June, 2017 Session in Economics. She received
the Award from our Honorable Speaker of the parliament Dr.
Shirin Sharmin Chaudhury.

The 19th Annual Daily Star award was held on Saturday 31st
March, 2018 in Shaheed Suhrawardy lndoor Stadium with the
inspiring tagline "lg years of saluting the nation builders of
tomorrow". Total 2055 students from both Edexel /Cambridge were
honored and awarded for their outstanding results. Out of this huge
number of bright dazzling showcase of talent 6nly 9 students got
the crest for the "Highest Achiever Award,,. Wordbridge is prouJto
announce that Md. Al Muhaimen Azam Khan obtained crest of the
Daily Star's High Achievers'Award for getting 11A with g A*.

Cambridge Assessment
I nternational Education
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Source:wikipedio

on 10 October 2014, Yousafzaiwas announced as the co-recipient of the 2014 Nobel peace prize for her struggle
against the suppression of children and young people and for the right of all children to education. Having received
the prize at the age of lT,yousafzai is the youngest Nobel laureate.
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Last Few Rays of Sunshine
Neshat Nabila Zaman, Grade-Xll

ln a few days, it will be the last time I wake up reluctantly in the morning to put on my

uniform, pack my bag and go to school. lt will be the last time I stand in line to sing the
national anthem during assembly, the last fime l'll sit in class cursing the clock and

praying for the bell to ring. As I write this, it feels as if the air is being sucked out of my

lungs. Somehow through all the college applications and exam stress, I failed to realize

that the golden days are coming to an end. Years turned into months and months to days and now we are

here hanging by a thread waiting to fall into the trap of reality'

Standing here at the biggest turning point of my life so far, there are a lot of emotions and thoughts racing

through my mind. On one hand, my school life, something I have known for my entire life, is inevitably
coming to an end. On the other; I am going to college, my first step into the real world' lt is heart-breaking to
think that all the familiar faces are no longer going to be around to guide and shelter me' My mother will not
be there to nag me for not eating enough vegetables, my father will not be there to fulfil my every demand,

my friends will no longer be there to make me laugh until I cry and last but not the least, Debashish sir will no

longer be there to solve every little math problem and listen to my famous line, 'Sir, amake diye hobe na'. I

might not be the best, but whatever I achieved in life is all dedicated to these people. They made me whom
I am today, and I have never been more proud of myself.

As bitter as it is to leave all this behind, I am excited to enter my new chapter. As clich6d as it might sound,

life goes on and we have to hustle to keep up with the pace. lt's how it feels the same everyday but when we

look back everything has changed. I do not know what the future holds and it is definitely not going to be a

smooth ride. But the blood, sweat, and tears are going to be worth it when I know that I have made my loved

ones proud and lived up to their expectations. So, with a mind full of memories playing like a cinema and

heart heavy with mixed emotions, I am taking a leap. Wish me luck because I need it. A lot.

Niharika Howlader, Grade-Xl I

Everyday you either wake up to the annoying sound of your alarm or your parents

waking you up, but. lmagine waking up to the sound of gunfire, or helicopters, that
might be bombing your area or your neighbourhoods. lmagine questioning yourself
whether you'll wake up the next morning, whether you'll be able to make it through the
night. lmagine living in constant fear of losing your parents and your loved ones, not
getting any proper meals, a place to sleep, because your house bad been destroyed by
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an airstrike. Thus living in constant fear of death, everyday. You can't go out to play with your friends after
school, because you're frightened by the sound of mortar shells and explosions and you can't go to school,

not because you're sick, because it isn't safe. That's the life of approximately 75,000 childrens, in Syria' These

childrens will have to fight for survival everyday, for them, this'll be their chlldhood memories, if they get to
live that long to recall all these, that is. They're forced to scrounge for leaves and animal foods for survival; a

mother was prevented from crossing a checkpoint to get help for her baby and had to wait for 5 hours to get

help, the baby died. Childrens are dying due to lack of inadequate medicines and healthcafe. Firstly, they've
been asked to cut down their meals by hall then they can't barely find any meals, therefore, children have

died due to malnutrition.

You've definitely seen some of the videos about these on the social medias. lt definitely broke your heart to
see the 5-year-old bloodied Syrian boy in an ambulance who captivated the world. I know we can't do much,

but the least we can do is donate, and try to raise more awareness by ourselves among the people we know

and can reach. lt all starts with one person and that might be you.

Website : http//www.wordbridge.ed u.bd Wordbridge Newsletter # 02 E-mail: wordbridge20l6@gmail.com
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Wordbridge School celebrated "older Person's Day" to pay respect to our senior citizens so that they can feel
their importance in the family.

%
Study Tour is a part of the Wordbridge School curriculum. These field trips enhance the knowledge and confi-
dence level of our students.

Excursion is another name for Study Tour. The students of Class-Xll have gone to visit Sylhet for excursion. Their
looks can show how much they were enjoying their trip. Staying a nighiin Grand Sultan is a grand final touch
of the tour!

Website: http



The End of the Beginning
Sidratr,ll Muntaha, Grade-Xl I

1-6 years latel I'm exiting the doors of my school the same way I first entered; reluctant

and with tears in my eyes. Thinking about the last two years of my life at a new school,

an unfamiliar place with a few known faces, a rollercoaster of emotions is storming

inside me. The overriding one, however; is gratitude. I'm thankful for the strangers who

are no longer just that, for the bittersweet memories l'll be telling my grandchildren as

bedtime stories, for every win and every lesson. At 15, I felt the world was at my feet just waiting to be

conquered. Now, at 18, I am much more humble and equipped with the strength I need to fight my battles

'out in the real world'. And I know at25,l'll be living carrying forward a legacy this school and its teachers

have passed onto me, onto us. As this chapter of my life comes to an end, uncertainity about the future still

prevails. Years from now, maybe we'll see each other on the news as CEO of 'Triq lndustries' or maybe even

the Prime Minister of Bangladesh, the face of change. There are still many pages left unturned, and

opportunities to be ceased. Drenched in the colours of nostalgia and optimism, this isn't a goodbye. This is a

reminder; don't forget to remember us.

Sazia Tasnim, Grade-Xll

Summer 201-6's flashbacks remind me telling myself 'this is the most ill-advised decision

my parents had made for my sake.'Going to Wordbridge, yes. But my 2018 self is

immersed in the nostalgic memories of the wonderful days spent here'

lnitially it took me days to adjust here. Being a new institution there were not as many

students as lwas used to being with, at my previous school. A new bunch of people, and
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some known ones, gradually became very close to one another. The first year was quite eventful. The school

had something or the other to offer, new experiences and challenges. The highlights would definitely include

the badminton tournaments every winter from morning to evening and I made new friends to play ludo with

during my free periods, and to devour the tasteless canteen food. I learnt to make the most of what we have.

We might have a comparatively small campus and small number of students, but the people here have big

welcoming hearts. We discovered how friendships meant a million small things, we discovered how it is

possible to scrape off decent grades with a little effort and hardwork.

The two aspiring human beings and teachers, Debashish Saha and Mohitur Rahman, left no stones unturned

to give us the best in our classrooms as well as inject discipline into every notorious student. Being the first

batch of Wordbridge to graduate did secure us a soft corner in the hearts of these teachers. Our time was

limited as the good days passed too soon.

And now with an uncertain future beyond me, i know I have the barbaric world yet to face, but I will cherish

all the bittersweet memories I have created in this place.

Mohammad Tarequr Rahman, Grade-Xll

"lt was a great journey with Wordbridge. These amazing two years with the institution is
very special for me. All the amazing teachers and my batch mates, we have all become a

familyl I would like to thank Dr. Mohitur Sir who has guided me throughout this whole
journey and has showered me with his love and blessings. Shout-out to Qumrun Nessa

Miss for taking care of us like a parent in our Sylhet Batch Trip' Best wishes for
Wordbridge for its just the start of it's great journey!"
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Now a days Good pai'enting is a very crucial problem of our society as our children can use the bad side of
advanced technology in many ways. Wordbridge school arranged the "Parenting Session" to solve these
problems which received a great appreciation from the parents.
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Just on the verge of Winter Vacation our students of different educational institutions have participated in a
Badminton Tournament followed by a Bar B Q party after their Half Yearly Examinations which was totally
arranged all by our students in the school premises. well done boysl!l

Wordbridge Newsletter # 05 T
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Fariha Raisa, Grade-Xll

You asked me the meaning of life

Our reason for existence here

I closed mY eyes for a moment

Pondering what I can possibly tell you, my dear!

You see when I was young, my mother had a say

"Do your studies, my child and you will go far away"

I thought school was all and gave my very best

But something was missing, something hollow in my chest

Then came my dad, with his kind words

"Do favour to others, live through your works"

For it is in others that you find yourself

Discovering the truth that was sitting on the shelf

I finally realized the honest purpose of life

It is to find the soul that hides behind the strife

ln all of us, you see, there lies a spirit of love

Unearthing this candle is the secret to inner dove

Hearing this, you went in search of your world

I heard stories of you, of your quest, of your thirst

I visioned to see you grow as you looked at the heart

Upon serving others, there was your rebirth'

Now you again come to me, grown and changed

I look at you with pride, as you show great strength

You show courage, honesty, empathy and compassion

I begin to ask you a question, a reason for such formation

You start to tell, a tale of many lands

Of the people you met in various time sands

"l see soul to soul, I hear agony, the joy"

You took a breath and said with a smile so coy

"Where lay the eternity, vast, pure and untouched

There heard the soul what was unheard

Where sky met the ground and ground met the sky

Behold, now! For the soul had too learnt to fly"

Wordbridge Newsletter # 06



Don't think that Children's Day is only for the children; all the teachers and staff of the school also enjoyed
the day by selling & buying food, drinks and cupcakes, children were on the jumping jack for the whole dayl

The Daily Star Award: The L9th Annual Daily Star award was held on Saturday 31st March, 201"8 in Sliaheed Suhrawardy
lndoor Stadium with the inspiring tagline "19 years of saluting the nation builders of tomorrow". Total 2055 students
from both Edexel /Cambridge were honored and awarded for their outstanding results. Out of this huge number of
bright dazzling showcase of talent, only 9 students got the crest for the "Highest Achiever Award". Wordbridge is proud
to announce that Md. Al Muhaimen Azam Khan obtained crest of the Daily Star's High Achievers' Award for getting 11

A with 8 Ax. The other awardees who obtained minimum of 8 to 6 As/Ax are Fariha Tasneem, Md. Rabiul Alam Raffi,
Md. Yeasin Rahman Khan, Prottay Karim, Rafiu lslam, Ragib Raonak lslam and Tahsin Bin Shahed. We are
wholeheartedly congratulating the students, Parents and the teachers who worked heart and soul for this success .

Wordbridge Newsletter



The Final Hour
Nur-E Ferdous, Grade-Xl I

After so many years, it is finally time for me and my peers to graduate. I am a student of
Class Xll and my final exams are right around the corner. This means that in a few
months, I will be leaving the comfort and familiarity of Wordbridge and will be stepping
into a new world of knowledge, opportunities and lots of anxiety. Although at the time,
school seems to be difficult, I am aware that when we will be faced with the reality of

"the last day of school", we will leave the gates of this building with heavy hearts.

I have made uncountable memories during the last two years. There have been highs, such as, making new
friends, taking part in numerous events and in general, having a good time inside and outside the classroom.
There have also been lows. I have [earned new things academically but also personally. Wordbridge has
helped me grow and being mature as a human being. Being in the company of great classmates, I have seen
and felt teamwork, friendship and support. Faculty and staff members have all taught us something new
every single day, preparing us further for the hardships of the real world. I will always be able to say that I was
one of the first students of this institution and my journey has been incredible, a rollercoaster of emotions.

Now, looking towards the future, I hope to find success and expand my knowledge. I also hope that I can exit
Wordbridge's doors with blessings, respect and love that will continue to motivate me through all future
obstacles life will present.

Proud To Be A Member of the Wordbrigde Family

Sadia Akter, Grade-Xll

It was an amazing experience in Wordbridge. I still remember the very first day when I

entered this school all alone. There were known faces all around but still so unknown.
But as the time passed, we all became closer to each other and lam very much lucky
because now I have made some true friends who are not fake and they all have pure
hearts and are so helpful, caring and funny.

Therefore, I heartily thank Mohit Sir and Debashish Sir for bringing me to Wordbridge. They have always
guided me, supported me and always tried their best to fulfill all our wishes and give us the best.

But now it's time to leave. The last few days I spent in Wordbridge will always be the most memorable days
for me. All the fun we had during the rag day rehearsals and all the love we shared will always be in our
hearts. I did not even realize how time flew so fast and now that I have to leave Wordbridge and my friends I

feel like starting all over again. "GIVE ME ANOTHER CHANCE AND I WANNA GROW UP ONCE AGA|N".

Therefore, I hope and pray that Wordbridge in future becomes more successful and becomes.one of the best
schools in Dhaka city because Wordbridge has the best education faculties and amazing teachers.

I am proud to be a member of the Wordbridge family and will always be proud to say that we are the first
batch of this wonderful Wordbridge School. There will always be a big smile on my face whenever I cherish
these wonderful memories.

Thank you Wordbridge for everything.
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l-6th December is the "VictorY DaY" of Bangladesh. This special day was celebrated by the students and
teachers of Wordbridge School in a very colourful manner.

Wordbridge School arranged Winter Fest to observe the day with pithas, cultural program and project displays
related to climate. There was also a snowman standing beside the gate to greet the guests. ,



Aquib Abrar, Grade-Xll

The very first time when I stepped into Wordbridge premises, I never expected this place

to give me so much of memories which I will be able to cherish throughout my life. I still
remember I wanted this college life to end as soon as possible in the very first day and
now that it is about to finish it has left me with teary eyes. lt's been an emotional 2 years

ride for me. The experiences and oppotunities that Wordbridge had gifted is something
that I will be indebted forever. We were lucky to have formed the very first Wordbridge

school football team. Our very first interschool tournament which was in Pledge Harbour School was rather
a very different experience that I was blessed to have. We were confident enough to beat BIT in our veryfirst
match representing this school. Moments like that are what I live for. Along with it, I am thankfulto.lvlohi-tur"
Rahman Sir for granting us to host Wordbridge Badminton Festival and providing us with everything that was

needed to make the event successful. I am pretty sure we were able to make the tournament one of a kind.

Lastly the sylhet tour has a very special part of my heart. Those magical 5 days were one of the best
memories of my life. Special thanks to Qumrunnessa Miss for treating us with so much love and affection and

making sure that we don't have any sort of problems. Words actually cannot describe how great my journey

in Wordbridge has been. I would like to thank Debashish sir who has been a man of his word since the very
beginning and whom I idolise everyday along with Mohitur Rahman Sir for giving us this opportunity to study
in Wordbridge.Best wishes and hope this school achieves a lot of milestone in the near future. Lastly I would
like to give shoutout to Wohiduzzaman Sir our games teacher who has been very kind in these 2 years,

Bikram bhai and all the other support staff. Signing off.

Wall magazine
Wordbridge students celebrated lndependence Day in a great manner and as a part of it they participated in

the Wall Magazine competition at Penfield School. lt was a great experience for our students.

E-mail: wordbridge20lS@gmail.com
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A productive and effective Career Awareness Event at Wordbridge School was arranged by the Ascent group,
where students got the opportunity to meet the volunteers from the professional world. Their main focus is
on allowing students to be exposed to a wide range of careers and professions which is definitely a very
fruitful and a new idea for our parents to guide their children in proper direction.

Bangla Vision Channel produced "q<\ S[6ffi <R6{" with Wordbridge School. The students were in a festive
mood for the whole day. They rendered song, dance, recitation and did many other things which was aired
on Television and appreciated by all.

The end of l-stTerm was on the 15th December,2Ol7 when we observed the Victory Day and as well as parent-
Meeting of Half Yearly Report Card.

Website: http//www.wordbridge.edu. bd Wordbridge Newsletter # 11 E-mail: wordbridge20lG@gmail.com
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Our students and parents have donated winter clothes for the underprivileged children of our country which
have been sent to Dhaka Orphanage Society. The smiles on their faces showed how happy they were by
getting those warm clothes.
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school again awarded the students of the Month just like it does all the time to increase the
students to be a disciplined, well-behaved and regular student with strong academic back-
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Bengal Boi Visit was done from Playgroup to Class-lV to

Annual Sports of Wordbridge School was held in Govt. Physical Education College on Thursday, 22nd

February, 2018. The program was graced by our Honorable Chairman Mohammed Younus'

Wordbridge Newsletter # 14

develop their habit of reading books.
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We have very few famous pharmaceutical companies in our country and General pharmaceuticals is
one of them, situated in Gazipur. Our A Level students have visited this company to gain some practical
knowledge of how medicines are produced. lt was a successful event indeed!

Website:http//www.wordbridge.edu.bd WordbridgeNewsletter#15 E-mail : wordbridge20l6@gmail.com



As a part of a Community Service the A Level students from Wordbridge School visited SWAC, a school of
autistic children and got emotionally carried away. they spent quite a long quality time with those special
kids to make them believe that they are really loved by the society.
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Rag Day - 0 & A Level*tudents of Wordhridge 5e hoo! Lras celebrated their last day of the school with a very cotsrjifil manner

Website: http//www.wordbridge.edu.bd Wordbridge Newsletter # 16 E-mail : wordbridge20l6@gmail.com
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Rag Day - O & A Level students of Wordbridge School
colourful manner - abeer, water; music, dance & food,

has celebrated their last day of the school with a very
what else do you need to enjoy a party?
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Rag Day - O & A Level students of Wordbridge School has celebrated their last day of the school with a very

colourful manner - abeeq water, music, dance & food, what else do you need to enjoy a party?
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We congratulate our outstanding Achievers
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Sazia Tasnim
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Aquib Abrar Noor Khondaker

2A+,lB

Sadia Akter
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Neshat Nabila Zaman

2A+18

Niharika Howlader
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Nur-E-Ferdous
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Md. Al Muhaimen Azam
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Fariha Tasneem
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Tahsin Bin Shahed
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Rafiu lslam
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Esmam Zahan Charjapod Amin Saiyaara Md. yeasin Rahman Khan
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Shah Opolamoni Orpita Purnata Biswas Aysha Mahmood Meem
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ilow sre we different fram athers
. Highly Qualified Teachers
. 24/7 Supervision (CCTV and ln-house Security Officers)
. Sports Facilities : Football, Cricket, Tennis, Basketball etc
. Class duration of one hour twenty minutes for maximum learning benefit
. No extra coaching is required, if required it will be provided free of cost (For O & A Level)

. Air-conditioned class rooms & Automated SMS Generating System for attendance, late entry,
late leaving, home work & assignments

. Waiver through ROBI affiliation

. After School tutorial classes

. Scholarship available
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Wordbridge School

H # 62 (New), R # 2/A (New)

Dhanmondi R/A, Dhaka-1209

Call us

+88-02-9665777
+88-01785-300100
+88-01878-L9L929

Mohitur Rahman,phD & Debashish Saha

Management, Wordbridge School

Cambridge Assessment
I nternationa I Education

WORDBRIDGE SCHOOL
Playgroup to A Level (CAIE)

House # 62 (New), Road # 2/A (New), Dhanmondi R/A, Dhaka-1209
Tel : +88-02-9666777, Mobile : +88 01878-191929,01786-300100
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